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updated on march 8 2023 grammar if you ve ever dealt with

an editor or teacher who always changes over to more than

in your writing you re not alone and you might be left

wondering is the choice between over and more than

grammatical or stylistic are both uses acceptable or does it

depend on the context of the sentence updated october 27

2021 image credits for years writers and editors were careful

not to use over when they meant more than but you may be

surprised to learn that keeping these terms distinct from each

other was never an official grammar rule more than is a

phrasal preposition it can be used as a substitute for over

more then is either a misspelling or a clue that you need to

revise your sentence you can remember to always choose
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more than since it is spelled with an a like the word

appropriate more than is a versatile tool that allows you to

draw attention to the magnitude of a situation or express

intensification in your writing by incorporating this phrase

effectively you can elevate your language and create

engaging and impactful sentences table of contents 7

examples of more than used in a sentence for kids feb 15

2011 q i have an editor that s always changing over to more

than in my articles for example if i write the baseball player

received an endorsement deal for over 10 million she

changes it to more than 10 million i ve always thought both

were acceptable am i wrong anonymous over for about in or

concerning don t cry over spilt milk he rejoiced over his

acquittal over for more than a sum of over ten thousand

dollars upward of ten thousand dollars is equally

objectionable over for on the policeman struck him over the

head if the blow was over the head it did not hit him get

started with prowritingaid when describing quantities you can

use more than or over but more than is preferred by many
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editors when describing a location use the preposition over

the gregg reference manual states either more than or over

may be used before numbers but more than is preferable in

formal writing gregg adds in some situations especially

involving age more than is not appropriate example people

over 50 the associated press stylebook states more than is

preferred with numerals in writing you should aim to be as

clear and concise as possible over is simpler and clearer

than more than original there were more than two thousand

people on the protest march rewrite there were over two

thousand people on the protest march the best time to use

more than in speaking or in writing is when you re talking

about a number that can be counted as a general rule use

more than before the use of a number we specialize in

connecting writers from around the world with thousands of

exciting digital content projects offering flexibility and editorial

support we help you develop your skills as a writer and

provide you with the opportunity to make a living from your

talents register for free definition conjunction used to
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introduce a clause expressing addition she bought bread and

milk more thanshe needed excess i have more thanenough

please take some amplification the storm was more thanjust

rain it was a hurricane alternative we could stay here or do

you want to go out it s up to you more thananything updated

august 6 2021 more then and more than are often confused

because they sound similar more than is a phrasal

preposition that means over and is used to compare an

amount that is greater than another more then is a common

misspelling of more than most sources cite that more than

means the same thing as over so it really is up to you or

whatever publication you might be writing for they often have

their own style guide and rules over vs more than everyday

use made easy need a quick answer here it is more then is

ungrammatical and incorrect because then refers to a

location and isn t used to compare things the way than is

more than is the only correct way to spell the phrase and it s

a prepositional phrase that means an amount of something

that s greater than another amount more than adverb as in
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besides compare synonyms synonyms strong matches also

as well in addition likewise too weak matches added to

additionally along with and all apart from as well as aside

from beyond conjointly else exceeding exclusive of extra

furthermore in conjunction with in distinction to in excess of 2

meanings if something is more than a particular thing it has

greater value or importance than this thing you use more

than click for more definitions more than definition in the

cambridge english dictionary meaning of more than in english

more than idiom add to word list very it s more than likely

that there s oil here under the ground i was more than a little

i was very curious about the whole business paragraphs are

medium sized units of writing longer than sentences but

shorter than sections chapters or entire works because they

connect the small ideas of individual sentences to a bigger

idea paragraph structure is essential to any writing for

organization flow and comprehension



when should you use over vs more than grammarly Mar 26

2024 updated on march 8 2023 grammar if you ve ever dealt

with an editor or teacher who always changes over to more

than in your writing you re not alone and you might be left

wondering is the choice between over and more than

grammatical or stylistic are both uses acceptable or does it

depend on the context of the sentence

over vs more than everyday use made easy yourdictionary

Feb 25 2024 updated october 27 2021 image credits for

years writers and editors were careful not to use over when

they meant more than but you may be surprised to learn that

keeping these terms distinct from each other was never an

official grammar rule

more than or more then what s the difference writing Jan 24

2024 more than is a phrasal preposition it can be used as a

substitute for over more then is either a misspelling or a clue

that you need to revise your sentence you can remember to

always choose more than since it is spelled with an a like the

word appropriate



more than in a sentence examples 21 ways to use more than

Dec 23 2023 more than is a versatile tool that allows you to

draw attention to the magnitude of a situation or express

intensification in your writing by incorporating this phrase

effectively you can elevate your language and create

engaging and impactful sentences table of contents 7

examples of more than used in a sentence for kids

more than vs over which is correct writer s digest Nov 22

2023 feb 15 2011 q i have an editor that s always changing

over to more than in my articles for example if i write the

baseball player received an endorsement deal for over 10

million she changes it to more than 10 million i ve always

thought both were acceptable am i wrong anonymous

can over mean more than merriam webster Oct 21 2023 over

for about in or concerning don t cry over spilt milk he rejoiced

over his acquittal over for more than a sum of over ten

thousand dollars upward of ten thousand dollars is equally

objectionable over for on the policeman struck him over the

head if the blow was over the head it did not hit him



more than vs over which should you use prowritingaid Sep 20

2023 get started with prowritingaid when describing quantities

you can use more than or over but more than is preferred by

many editors when describing a location use the preposition

over

over vs more than businesswritingblog Aug 19 2023 the gregg

reference manual states either more than or over may be

used before numbers but more than is preferable in formal

writing gregg adds in some situations especially involving age

more than is not appropriate example people over 50 the

associated press stylebook states more than is preferred with

numerals

more than vs over the grammar guide prowritingaid Jul 18

2023 in writing you should aim to be as clear and concise as

possible over is simpler and clearer than more than original

there were more than two thousand people on the protest

march rewrite there were over two thousand people on the

protest march

when to use more than or over lesson study com Jun 17



2023 the best time to use more than in speaking or in writing

is when you re talking about a number that can be counted

as a general rule use more than before the use of a number

more than writers more than writers May 16 2023 we

specialize in connecting writers from around the world with

thousands of exciting digital content projects offering flexibility

and editorial support we help you develop your skills as a

writer and provide you with the opportunity to make a living

from your talents register for free

how to use the phrase more then vs more than Apr 15 2023

definition conjunction used to introduce a clause expressing

addition she bought bread and milk more thanshe needed

excess i have more thanenough please take some

amplification the storm was more thanjust rain it was a

hurricane alternative we could stay here or do you want to go

out it s up to you more thananything

more then vs more than chegg writing Mar 14 2023 updated

august 6 2021 more then and more than are often confused

because they sound similar more than is a phrasal



preposition that means over and is used to compare an

amount that is greater than another more then is a common

misspelling of more than

more than vs over what s the difference Feb 13 2023 most

sources cite that more than means the same thing as over so

it really is up to you or whatever publication you might be

writing for they often have their own style guide and rules

over vs more than everyday use made easy

more then or more than what s the difference between the

Jan 12 2023 need a quick answer here it is more then is

ungrammatical and incorrect because then refers to a

location and isn t used to compare things the way than is

more than is the only correct way to spell the phrase and it s

a prepositional phrase that means an amount of something

that s greater than another amount

51 synonyms antonyms for more than thesaurus com Dec 11

2022 more than adverb as in besides compare synonyms

synonyms strong matches also as well in addition likewise

too weak matches added to additionally along with and all



apart from as well as aside from beyond conjointly else

exceeding exclusive of extra furthermore in conjunction with

in distinction to in excess of

more than definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Nov 10 2022 2 meanings if something is more than a

particular thing it has greater value or importance than this

thing you use more than click for more definitions

more than definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct

09 2022 more than definition in the cambridge english

dictionary meaning of more than in english more than idiom

add to word list very it s more than likely that there s oil here

under the ground i was more than a little i was very curious

about the whole business

paragraph structure how to write strong paragraphs

grammarly Sep 08 2022 paragraphs are medium sized units

of writing longer than sentences but shorter than sections

chapters or entire works because they connect the small

ideas of individual sentences to a bigger idea paragraph

structure is essential to any writing for organization flow and
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